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the wheels from twisting and use “U” shaped loop stays that let the 

rear triangle absorb vibration and give the wheels better grip on the 

road or trail. They convert your pedaling input to momentum without 

any loss and offer excellent torque on rough trail surfaces. The front 

thru axle also keeps the front suspension from twisting to optimize 

smoother action of the forks. By making both wheels stable, the 

frame becomes a construction that flexibly connects both wheels 

and offers a line tracing ability that lets the rear wheel naturally 

follow the front wheel’s line. 

High cruising speed and great acceleration from pedaling 

With light HM carbon and its racy geometry, the bike responds and 

accelerates well under hard pedaling. The bike responds to the 

rider’s input and accelerates quickly with pedaling on fast sections 

and climbs well without losing speed when it hits an uphill right after 

a descent. The loop stays, the supple material and the design that 

optimizes the road-holding performance allow you to ride faster 

and save your energy for the last half of a race. The X9B’s design 

philosophy is aimed for efficiency, to avoid any waste in speed or 

effort coming from material, shape or geometry. 

650B wheels for control and speed 

The bike features a 650B wheelset that rolls fast and handles well. 

The 650B is now the world standard and will have a familiar feel to 

riders used to 26" wheels, which means this is the wheel size to 

choose for riders from Asia, who are often shorter. With accurate 

control and essential performance in all aspects, The X9B is the 

cutting-edge XC racing bike. 

Properly placed center of gravity for better bike control 

The XC racing scene is evolving quickly and the courses have 

become more technical than ever. The era when a rider could save 

time by powering up a climb is over. The current world standard 

requires a skill set capable of dealing with the roughest trails and 

even some jumps. The X9B was born to handle the new generation 

of XC races that get more technical every year. Its characteristic 

feature is easy control. On a MTB, it is best to descend in a standing 

position on the pedals, and often to be in a position with a low 

center of gravity for easy control of both wheels. It’s necessary 

to balance both wheels with the rider’s body at the center and 

separate the body from the bike to ride fast and stably on rough 

sections. 

The thru axle allows the bike to trace lines accurately 

Both wheels feature stiff thru axles contributing to the X9B’s 

performance. These thick and strong axles allow the frame to keep 

The square downtube is boxed to connect with the bottom of the headtube and the toptube 
for better stiffness on the front end. The shift wires are routed internally to avoid mud and are 
attached at the angle that is calculated to have the minimum drag for shifting. 

Headtube & Forks Rear triangle with loop stays

The 1-1/8"–1.5" tapered headtube is 
designed to be shorter than traditional 
headtubes and is used with 650B wheels 
to give almost the same handlebar 
height as standard with 26" wheels. The 
suspension fork have the standard 100mm 
travel for XC racing. 

The rear end with the latest standard 142 
x 12mm thru axle keeps the rear wheel 
torsion stiff and helps absorb vibrations 
with the loop stays for a smooth ride feel 
and line tracing. 

RELIABLE CONTROL AND EFFICIENT RIDE TO THE PODIUM 

X9B TECHNOLOGY

Downtube




